Excellence Prize
Dr Ursula Hackett: Politics, International Relations and Philosophy
How to Write Brilliant Essays
Focus on Inclusive Teaching

Dr Erica Rowan: Classics
Using multi-sensory experiences and object based learning to enhance student engagement

Prof Niki Panteli: Digital innovation and Management
Cross-University, Globally-Distributed & Industry-Sponsored team project

Dr David Preston: Politics, International Relations, and Philosophy
Putting Aesthetics into Practice: Study Tour of The Picture Gallery at Royal Holloway

Excellence Commendation
Dr Clive Cheong Took and Dr Steve Alty: Electronic Engineering
Creativity first, Science follows

Dr Sofia Collignon: Politics, International Relations and Philosophy
Teaching innovation: Video Assessing Comparative Political Leadership

Prof Giuliana Pieri and Martina Borghi: Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Curating Narratives: from the Museum as Classroom to the Classroom as Museum

Dr James McEvoy: Biological Sciences
The Saturation Game

Dr Serena Wright: Law and Criminology
LearningTogether@RHUL

Team Prize
Dr Sofie Narbed; Dr Cecilie Sachs Olsen; Dr Sasha Engelmann: Geography
GeoHumanities Summer School: Listening to Field, Voice, Body
Focus on Inclusive Teaching

Team Commendation
Dr. Anica Zeyen, Dr. Ankit Gaur, Emilio Costales: Business and Management
Enterprise Hub – an innovative approach to entrepreneurial education

Dr Jenny Neville, Dr Alastair Bennett, Dr Catherine Nall, Dr Stephen Gordon, Dr Helen McKee, Eleanor Baker, and Rebecca Menmuir: English
Equalising Opportunity and Skills through Year 1 module design: EN1001 (Encountering Medieval Literature)

Dr Odile Rimbert, Dr Anissa Talahite-Moodley, Amélie Boubaker, Alice Dias-Mercier:
Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Redesigning a second-year French language course to include and empower students with diverse learning abilities

Dr Daniele Colombaroli, Dr Marta Perez-Fernandez, Prof Elli Leadbeater: Geography & Biological Sciences
Bees-at-work: promoting employability skills through multi-disciplinary approaches in the School of Life Sciences and the Environment

Dr Szonya Durant, Nuno Barreiro, Dr Carlos Matos: Psychology, Electronic Engineering & Computer Science
Developing cutting edge employability skills in the technology sector for Psychology and Computer Science students through interdisciplinary teaching

Dr Tom Wainwright, Dr Sunnie Yu Zheng, Dr Thanda Mhlanga, Chris Howorth, Justin O’Brien: Business and Management & CeDAS
Narrowing the BAME award gap within the School of Business and Management

Dr Aislinn O’Connell, Dr David Yuratich, Dr Michelle Webster, Dr Rita D’Alton-Harrison, Dr Pinar Canga, Stefan Brown: Law and Criminology & Social Work
Assignment Guidance Using Video Podcasts

Dr Karina Berger, Dr Ruth Cruickshank, Katie Docwra, Dr Miguel Garcia, Dr Lidia Meras, Prof Hannah Thompson: Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Embedding Industry Experience for All from the Outset: First-Year Translation Studies Teaching and Learning

**PG Prize**
Peter Olive: Classics
Inclusivity in Greek and Latin language and literature: teaching and course design

**PG Commendation**
Aysha Bellamy: Psychology
The cat in the stat: how cats and dogs teach us everything we need to know about statistics